Crowd of 15,000 gathers to cheer at Clinton rally

The president promised his attendees he would give them "the opportunity to build a new life." By Yochi Dreazen

Philadelphia-based stars and political figures spoke during the event. 15,000 showed its support for President Clinton on Hill Field yesterday. Many Philadelphia stars and political figures spoke during the event.

Police and Secret Service blanketed the area near Hill Field yesterday. By Dina Bass

Secret Service agents with Metal detectors, too few to handle serious problems. The Secret Service only set up five metal detectors, too few to handle the crowd with that number of people, said police. The Secret Service decided to fence off the back area of Hill Field and allow spectators to stand in that area without passing through Metal detectors.
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Friends commemorate Change's life

By Andrea Ashes

With video image, poetry and songs of peace, mourners remembered local activist and friends of Kathy Change commemorated her life and beliefs at a memorial service last night.

Change arrived herself in front of the peace sign at College Green last Tuesday. Approximately 16 people attended the memorial held at Bookel Lounge in Houston Hall. The service was organized by the Office of the Chaplain in cooperation with Change's friends.

As audio tape of Change singing and playing the guitar played in the background during the video.

Ann King, a friend of Change, read a biography detailing Change's childhood in Mizzoni, Mississippi and then her time spent in Philadelphia.

"Her act of heroism continued one of the depth of her convictions," King said.

A video of Change discussed her belief in the transformation of society toward a more peaceful community. Change is known to often say, "Do good and make your mother proud, if you don't, I can't inhale right... but if I do, it's gonna explode... but if I do get new ones before the week before the election, I probably never get the chance to see again."

"That's what makes America America," she said. "If we don't help each other, it is, because we're all different."

Several of Change's friends and supporters recall her legacy with words and poems. The gathering began with a memorial service in Bookel Lounge for community members.

1986, discussed Change's deep-rooted beliefs.

"Now that she's brought attention to like the American Indians, what are you going to do about it?" Africa asked those attending the memorial.

Lasky said she didn't mean Change as well as he hoped to.

"I figured if you're around forever," he said. "Unfortunately, I was wrong."

Change wrote a song about Change on the terrace of the Philadelphia Museum of Art on Sunday, read poetry written by Change, including her poem "The Original White Man."

A few students attended the service, but most of the audience was comprised of Change's friends. Change's studio written and managed newspaper published in the candlelight procession in memory of local activist Kathy Change ends at the peace sign, where friends and supporters recall her legacy with songs and poems. The gathering began with a memorial service in Bookel Lounge for community members.
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U. celebrates clinical psych.

By Mary Greenhouse

In 1996, Psychology Professor Lightner Winston founded the first psychology clinic at Penn.

On October 30th, 1996, the first psychology clinic at Penn hosted over 300 guests for its annual celebration of clinical psychology. Presenters included Penn Psychology professors Aaron Beck, James Garber, and John Schuster, along with presentations on modern clinical psychology by professors from around the country. The event included a talk by the 20th century's greatest clinician, Aaron Beck, who discussed the cognitive process and psychopathology.

The event was open to the public, with talks on various topics including depression, anxiety, and cognitive therapy. The event was a great success, with attendees leaving with a better understanding of the field of clinical psychology.
Office of the University Registrar
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SUPPLEMENTAL ROSTER

NOTE: FINAL EXAMINATIONS FOR CGS COURSES MUST BE GIVEN ON THE REGULAR CLASS MEETING NIGHT DURING THE WEEK OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS. NO CHANGES WILL BE MADE IN THE REGISTRATION SCHEDULE. PERMISSION OF ALL STUDENTS IN THE CLASS AND THE DIRECTOR OF CGS: A FINAL EXAM MAY NOT BE ADMINISTERED ON A READING DAY.
LAW-649 CONDOMINIUM PROCEDURE 1 SH
LAW-651 UNIFIED CIVIL PROCEDURE 1 SH
LAW-716 MORTGAGE & LANDDEEDS 1 SH
LAW-721 MORTGAGE & LANDDEEDS 2 SH
LAW-761 LENDING TRANSACTIONS 1 SH
LAW-765 LENDING TRANSACTIONS 2 SH
LAW-856 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 1 SH
LAW-893 ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 2 SH
LAW-899 TREATY LAW 1 SH
LAW-943 LAW AND THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY 1 SH
LAW-945 LAW AND THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY 2 SH
LAW-951 HEALTH & HUMAN BEHAVIOR 1 SH
LAW-955 HEALTH & HUMAN BEHAVIOR 2 SH
LAW-960 CRITICAL CARE II 1 SH
LAW-965 CRITICAL CARE II 2 SH
LAW-970 CARE RESEARCHER MODULE II 1 SH
LAW-975 CARE RESEARCHER MODULE II 2 SH
LAW-710 HISTOPATHOLOGY 1 SH
LAW-905 HISTOPATHOLOGY 2 SH
LAW-910 MILITARY TREATY STUDIES 1 SH
LAW-915 MILITARY TREATY STUDIES 2 SH
LAW-920 MILITARY TREATY STUDIES 3 SH
LAW-925 MILITARY TREATY STUDIES 4 SH
LAW-930 MILITARY TREATY STUDIES 5 SH
LAW-935 MILITARY TREATY STUDIES 6 SH
LAW-940 MILITARY TREATY STUDIES 7 SH
LAW-945 MILITARY TREATY STUDIES 8 SH
LAW-950 MILITARY TREATY STUDIES 9 SH
LAW-955 MILITARY TREATY STUDIES 10 SH

NOTE: FINAL EXAMINATIONS FOR CGS COURSES MUST BE GIVEN ON THE REGULAR CLASS MEETING NIGHT DURING THE WEEK OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS. NO CHANGE IN SCHEDULING IS PERMITTED WITHOUT THE UNANIMOUS CONSENT OF ALL STUDENTS IN THE CLASS AND THE DIRECTOR. A FINAL EXAM MAY NOT BE ADMINISTERED ON A READING DAY.
The UA's suggestion for a temporary weekend fitness center deserves consideration by administrators.

It's become clear, over the past few years, that the weight room at Grim's Gym and the Hutch Fitness Center are worthily overcrowded. Ventilation is non-existent and pieces of equipment are crammed together like sardines on peeling, sweaty mats. But without wealthy alumni offering donations to build a state-of-the-art fitness center complex that vary athletes and weekend-warriors could do much worse — much better, indeed — than the Coles Sports Center at New University, for example — for a temporary fitness center with real potential.

The UA has proposed that the University allocate $78,000 to renovate the former Sports Medicine offices at 31st and Spruce streets. The proposal has been critiqued by one group of students who have said the PWG could not exist at 40th and Sansom streets could not also exist at 31st and Spruce. On top of that, many others spent years studying and working at the PA and HH, and the UA has no intention of giving up their parcels of land.

While the UA's intentions are commendable, the renovation would create a usable facility in better shape than Hutch and Gimbel, and administrators study the possiblities for a permanent, state-of-the-art gym somewhere on campus.

PWG has been open for more than 10 years for a reason on-campus gymnasiums and weight rooms are needed. The cause that's realistic:

Jason Bremer

Trading places with the pros

The recent uproar about safety issues has raised a lot of concern. Do you think it's a big crime in West Philadelphia? And will we ever truly feel safe again?

With this fall's "election," the A3 Assembly doesn't have any official power, but it's viewed as the student voice on campus and the police are aware of student concerns.

The University has been ineffective in helping students feel safe on the West Philadelphia campus. In theory, for example, Escort service is available in the evenings to accompany students who are in danger of crime. However, because Escort service is not a department of the police, students who call for help will have to call the police themselves. This can be a long and complicated process.

The University is poor in its attempts to cooperate with other local agencies. The partnership with the Pennsylvania State Police is not working. The University is currently testing systems that would allow it to take over if the Pennsylvania State Police is incapacitated.

We can't do this job alone. The University community cannot expect to see drastic changes in the land without outside help. We are working on a proposal to improve safety on campus and in the surrounding area. The proposal would include increased police presence, more lighting, and better monitoring of public sites.

I'm sure that the University and the police will be interested in our proposal. We are working on it, and we will present it to the University administration soon.

Nadine Dowshen and Kyia Johnson

The Renaissance of the University City

The average Penn student scores an average of 1,300 on the SATs. The average Pennsylvania student scores an average of 740. Many students are looking for alternative crime prevention strategies. Over the years, many students have suggested changing the University's security policy to include increased police presence, better lighting, and more public safety.

I think that the University should consider these suggestions. The University has a responsibility to ensure the safety of its students. We are working on a proposal to improve safety on campus and in the surrounding area. The proposal would include increased police presence, more lighting, and better monitoring of public sites.

I'm sure that the University and the police will be interested in our proposal. We are working on it, and we will present it to the University administration soon.

Nadine Dowshen

Safety of campus and West Philly's decline

To the Editor:

I am a Penn student in the College who has been growing increasingly concerned about the safety of campus and West Philadelphia.

I grew up in West Philadelphia, and I can tell you that it has always been a place of great diversity and culture. My family has lived in the city for generations, and I have many memories of attending events and festivals in the community.

However, in recent years, the neighborhood has been going through a period of decline. Crime rates have risen, and there are fewer community events and events. I believe that it is important for us to address these issues and work towards a safer future for all.

I would like to see the University take steps to improve safety on campus and in the surrounding area. This could include increased police presence, better lighting, and more public safety measures.

I would like to hear from other students who have concerns about the safety of campus and West Philadelphia. What can we do to work towards a safer future for all?

John Shea, Ph.D.

Editor, Penn Health magazine
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TWELFTH ANNUAL LECTURE

EASYDAY VIOLENCE & SOCIAL SUFFERING:
CONFRONTING HIV AMONG HOMELESS HEROIN ADDICTS

November 4, 1996 6:30 PM
Annenberg School Auditorium
3620 Walnut Street
Philadelpiha, PA
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If you are interested in hearing the real story about life as an Investment Banking Analyst

Lehman Brothers cordially invites all interested Juniors and Seniors to attend an

Investment Banking Career Panel

Wednesday, October 30, 1996
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Steinberg-Dietrich Hall Room 351

PGM 7

Man arrested in standardized test scam

December 4, 1996

Join us.

If you are interested in hearing the real story about life as an Investment Banking Analyst

Lehman Brothers cordially invites all interested Juniors and Seniors to attend an

Investment Banking Career Panel

Wednesday, October 30, 1996
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Steinberg-Dietrich Hall Room 351

SCAM from page 1:

intelligent, discerning consumers," Gonzalez said. "It may seem too good to be true, it probably can't be." Gonzalez said FBI is in the midst of re-evaluating its administration procedures that dealt with that interest.

"Obviously, we can't give tests all at the same time or we'd have people in Atlanta taking tests as late as six in the morning," said Gonzalez, adding that the correct insurance to prevent cheating would have been effective. "We have a system in place that works at catching people who try such scams." he said. "Because it was as involved as it is, Mr. Kobayashi and company were caught." While Kobayashi faces criminal charges, Gonzalez said the real victims are the "honest students." He added that competition to get into graduate programs is the driving force behind the cheating.

"These are high-stakes tests," Gonzalez said. "It's everybody's willing to pay $8,000, that shows how serious they think the tests are."
Yankees fans celebrate victory

Fans held a parade in the streets of New York to honor players.

Yankees tickets,

Democratic Party release partial financial data

The DNC decided yesterday to release accounts after facing pressure to do so for months.

Cancer research ruined by fraud

The alleged fraud is being investigated by several publications and as his thesis for a Ph.D. at the University of California, Berkeley.

Contact contracts remain at GM; strike threat remains

Either we'll have a tentative agreement (by Saturday), or General Motors will be starting to feel the effects of a strike.
Salvino on pace for Penn punting record

NOTEBOOK from page 14

just squared away ahead of them at 1-4-2. For the record, Princeton’s only league win that year was a 12-0 drubbing of the Quakers at Palmer Stadium.

In recent years it has been commonplace to watch Penn claim those keys of the league win that year was a 21-0 drubbing of rival Salvino on pace for Penn punting record what a difference a year can make. 9s, then its 19% equivalent shows what a difference a year can make. The man racing for glory this time around is Salvino whose career punt was one of the pace for 77 punts for the year. That has been trotted 46 times, putting him on pace for 77 punts for the year. That would mathematically place him at the head of the Quaker punting chart.

Through six games, the junior has been trotted 46 times, putting him on pace for 77 punts for the year. That would mathematically place him at the head of the Quaker punting chart.
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By Joanna Jacobs

Ivy League Loner of the Week

You're coming to Homecoming: That's it — we're through; Lions 24?

It seems Brown's football coach has developed a cease of severe street sign enemy. In historic West Hartford, there is both at Brown westward and Brown westward. We hear at Brown westward and Brown westward. Deeply rooted in northern Providence named Whipple street. Whipple. Barn. That seems equally.
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**Politics Science Faculty Undergraduate Reception**

- Spring Courses
- Washington Semester
- Concentrations-Options
- New Political Science Wharton Minors

Thursday, October 31st
4:30 p.m.- 5:30 p.m.

Undergraduate Political Science Lounge
Stiteler Hall

---

**F. Hockey hosts tough Penn State**

**FIELD HOCKEY** from page 14

Against Brown, defeating the Bears 3-1. The game was laced with purple and gold. The Bears fought back, scoring a lone goal on a power play. The game was scored in the third period, with both teams struggling to maintain control.

Penn State is currently ranked sixth in the country, with a 5-1 record. The Quakers, on the other hand, are ranked 15th, with a 2-9 record. The game was played on Friday, October 25th.

Due to a recent offensive eruption, the Quakers are unbeaten in their last five games. Penn hopes to continue that streak with a victory against Temple today.

- **Lyle Berlin** The Daily Pennsylvanian

---

**Westminster Hoops**

- **OPEN CALL**
- **The Panther Club**
- **The Development Center**
- **CANDY CORN 12 oz. Bag**

---

**You don't need to be a professional model to enter the Champion Underwear Male Model Search.**

(But it wouldn't hurt to look like one.)

Think you've got what it takes to be a Champion? Don't miss the Champion Underwear Male Model Search!

**The Panther Club**
1500 Locust St., 4th Floor
Monday-Friday, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

From now on, for more info, call The Development Center (215) 238-7376.
Turgeon sent packing for St. Louis

ST. LOUIS — The St. Louis Blues shipped center Brett Hull to Toronto for forwards Pierre Turgeon and Craig Conroy, defenseman Murray Oates and a 1998 first-round draft choice in a deal that pays him $3 million and the Blues $4 million. Hull, who had 86 goals in 1990-91, has a career-high 30 goals this season.

Turgeon, 30, has spent 17 seasons with Montreal, where he had four 50-goal seasons. He also has 597 career points on a rigorous industry and financial analysis
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Game Recaps

Panthers unbeaten streak at 11 games

NEW YORK — The Florida Panthers maintained their unbeaten streak by beating the New York Rangers 4-2 yesterday afternoon at the Meadowlands in a grindout contest.

As a result, the Panthers remain unbeaten at 13-5-2-1, while the Rangers, who had won their past five games, fell to 6-7-3-2.

This was nearly a victory for the Rangers, who led 1-0 and 2-1 before the Penguins had a chance to take the lead in the third period.

Before that, Vanbiesbrouck had stopped Getsy on at least five quality chances. The 11th unassisted goal of the season for Dave Lowry, maintained their unbeaten record since they opened the season with a 1-0 win over the defending Stanley Cup champion New Jersey Devils.

Vanbiesbrouck made 24 saves, including six quality chances, in the last six games dating to the start of the season. He also allowed eight shots, including six quality chances, in the first six minutes but couldn’t score against Schwartz, who made a stick save on Dave Severson during a 1-on-1 and stopped Bob Probert twice from the dot.

Ticket on Locust Walk**

For more information, please call the Mask & Wig Hotline at 898-9999 codeword: WIG

St. Louis Blues

NEW YORK — Joe Frazier, in a bid to end his bickering with Ali, says he’s sorry. I’m not too big to say I’m sorry,” Frazier said of the Oct. 1, 1975. “I’m willing to say I’m sorry if I said anything to hurt you.

The Olympic flame: “It would have been a good thing if he would have lit the torch and fallen in. If 1 had the piece and mail him back to Jesus.”

“Anybody who has had his nose broken, and that’s the bottom line is we’ve

If I was 32 or 35, maybe I could add four years to my career,” Frazier said.

Hammer to Hull.

Besides John Muckler, Frazier said his salary would have been $4 million.

I think our search for a No. 1 center will be over the Rangers with a 5-0-1 record in the first five games of the season.

What I was doing was only fight back. No. 1 had to fight back.”

I’m sorry Joe.’ He said ‘I love Joe.’ but wouldn’t say he was sorry.

1. Marshall (68) 8-0 2227 1

2. 1. Marshall (68) 8-0 2227 1

3. Northern Iowa 7-1 2059 3

4. Troy State 7-1 1917 4

5. Western Kentucky 6-2 1885 5

6. Mississippi State 6-2 1820 6

7. Mount Union 6-2 1817 7

8. Northern Arizona 7-2 1464 6

9. Montana 6-3 1445 8

10. Jackson State 6-1-3 1329

NATIONAL FOOTBALL POLL

Aug. 27, 1994

Hootie and the Blowfish and the Boston Bruins scored a 7-0-4 record, the Panthers moved a step closer to their fifth Stanley Cup.

As the only unbeaten team in the NHL with an 8-0-1 record, the Ontario Blues won the Lady Byng Memorial Trophy for scoring goals and playing well, but in fairness to him we thought we needed to utilize his skills as best we could,” Kurman said.

Has nobody noticed the fact that this is the final year of a deal that pays him $1 million and the Blues another $1 million per season? He has logged 1,375 games for the Blues and owns 1,363 points and 132 points and won the Lady Byng Trophy for gentlemanly play.

Hammer to Hull.

*The Blues’ Mark Recchi, defenseman Murray Oates, and goalie Stu Grimson were traded to Boston the next day, in a contract equitable and a five-player deal that paid him $3 million and the Blues $4 million.

I never had a problem with (Montreal coach Mario) Guy (Rivette) personally. I respect him. It’s entirely a professional matter. We had our differences as far as hockey is concerned. It’s tough to live with.

I was (26), maybe I could just be that, but I’m 27 and I feel I have a few good years left,” Turgeon said.

The deal adds size and strength to the Flames and brings a veteran center to a Calgary squad with only one year remaining on the nine-year contract.
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**FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK**

**Fabish’s career ends with shoulder injury**

Senior wide receiver Mark Fabish suffered a season-ending fracture in the final minutes of the Brown game.

By Jordan Smith

The Quakers had more than just a game at Brown last weekend. Senior wide receiver Mark Fabish suffered a fracture in his left shoulder in the final minutes of the contest, meaning his college football career has come to an end.

Fabish continued to add to his school records for punt returns and kick return yardage right to the end. Fabish was the first returner to benefit from freshman eligibility changes that came with the new rules.

The Hofouk, N.J. native could have expected to become the fifth Quaker to pass the 1,900-yard mark in career all-purpose yardage this weekend against Brown.

You may think Fabish’s accomplishment is saved down since he has had an extra year to complete his stats. But the senior’s situation isn’t as cut and dry as the extra year to complete his stats. The top six in career all-purpose yardage, in the top one has been passed less than three weeks ago. Fabish’s three yards that could have counted could have been the difference between him and a career of more than 3,000 yards. His receiving yardage has also been depressed since he has had a few games of three yards less. The next obstacle the Quakers face is the next three years. He has missed three yards less than his total yards in the last three years. He has had three yards less than his total yards in the last three years. He has had three yards less than his total yards in the last three years. He has had three yards less than his total yards in the last three years. He has had three yards less than his total yards in the last three years. He has had three yards less than his total yards in the last three years.

In his absence, junior John James is expected to step into the starting role, along with senior Erik Thompson, who has been a solid contributor this season.

Losing the explosive Fabish, who despite averaging 3.0 yards per carry, is a major blow to the Quaker offense.

In his absence, junior James is expected to step into the starting role, along with senior Erik Thompson, who has been a solid contributor this season.